
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Part family

 b) CAM stands for

 c) What is CIM?

 d) Write any two applications of CNC 
machines

 e) Define numeric control

 f) Write any two limitations of cnc machines

 g) NC words 

 h) AGV

 i) Automation
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SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 a) List out the benefits of group technology.

 b) Describe the concept of part family system 
with suitable layout

Q.4 Explain the various methods used in computer 
aided process planning in detail.

Q.5 Define FMS, its types and benefits of FMS.

Q.6 Explain NC work format of part programming 
also give an example.

Q.7 Discuss in detail material handling and storage 
system in FMS.
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 iv) What is the requirements of a good slide 
way?

 v) Differentiate between CNC machines and 
conventional machines.

 vi) Write short note on feed back devices.

 vii) What are advantages and disavantages of 
CNC machines?

 viii) Compare between close loop and open 
loop system.

 ix) What is the need of CAM?

 x) Write the principle of axes designation of 
CNC machines.

 xi) Write befits of CAPP.

 xii) Explain adoptive control optimization.

 xiii) Write short note on sequencing in FMS

 xiv) List all the elements of FMS. Explain any 
one elements.

 xv) Explain the various data exchange 
standards used in detail.
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 j) CIMS

 k) Transducer

 l) Adoptive contorl

 m) Transfer line

 n) Machine zero

 o) Group technology

 p) Name any two data file used in CAM

 q) IGES stands for

 r) AS/RS stands for

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Differentiate between FMC and FMS.

 ii)  State advantages and disadvantages of 
CAM.

 iii) What are the components of AGV?
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